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Sacramento --

State and federal officials announced Wednesday they intend to build two large tunnels to
move massive amounts of water under the fragile Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta,
reigniting California's storied intrastate battle over fresh water.

Gov. Jerry Brown joined Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar at a Sacramento news
conference at the California Natural Resources Agency building in announcing the
multibillion-dollar plan, a modern-day version of the peripheral canal that voters overwhelmingly rejected three decades ago, the last
time Brown was governor.

He called the plan to pipe water from the Sacramento River to existing pumps that supply water to parts of Southern California, the
Central Valley and the Bay Area "a big idea for a big state."

The project was met with immediate opposition, as a few hundred people rallied at the Capitol, saying it would be the death blow to
the delta, which has been at the center of a prolonged battle among fishermen, environmentalists, farmers and water users.

It is the second major public works project Brown has championed this month - he signed bills to authorize spending on the high-
speed rail project less than three weeks ago - and comes as Brown also is asking voters to approve billions in taxes for the cash-
strapped state.

Getting things done
But the governor was succinct about why he's pushing California to launch major projects that have been in the works for years.

"At this stage, as I see many of my friends dying ... I want to get s- done, and I'm going to get this thing done," the 74-year-old Brown
told reporters.

The project would overhaul a decades-old water delivery system that kills endangered fish. Courts have ordered reduced pumping,
which reduces water exports, to protect the endangered species. The goal of the project is higher fish survival along with ensuring that
water contractors receive consistent supplies.

There are numerous hurdles before any heavy equipment begins digging tunnels from south of Sacramento to existing pumps near
Tracy. Brown said the tunnels would be the "preferred alternative" for a plan that would ensure the "co-equal" goals of reliable water
supplies and delta habitat restoration.

But state and federal officials said they would study the plan along with other alternatives - from larger water-conveyance facilities to
building nothing - and their final decision is expected next year. The high-level announcement makes this project the more-than-
likely finalist.

The plan includes three water-intake facilities on the Sacramento River north of the delta with a total capacity of 9,000 cubic feet per
second that would feed into two large tunnels constructed beneath the delta.

How much water?
The size and location of the tunnels and the intakes, which are major facilities that would suck water through fish screens, have yet to
be determined. Also to be determined are how many millions of acre-feet of water will be delivered through the pumps.

That will be a critical question for agricultural and urban water contractors whose customers would be on the hook for the cost of the
construction and operation of the tunnels. In the past 15 years, the total amount of water exports has ranged from just under 3 million
acre-feet to nearly 7 million acre-feet. One acre-foot is the equivalent of an acre covered in a foot of water.
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The proposed system would cost about $19 billion to build, operate and manage, along with $3 billion to $4 billion for habitat
restoration in the delta, said Mark Cowin, director of the Department of Water Resources.

The habitat costs would be funded through bonds that would be paid from the state's general fund and would require voter approval.

Endangered species
In allowing for the construction of the tunnels, state officials have to satisfy both state and federal permit requirements regarding
endangered species. They have to show that while the construction of the project would result in the killing of some endangered
species, its overall implementation would be a benefit to them.

The permits would be valid for 50 years.

Brown's announcement with federal officials evoked a range of responses, from optimism to outrage. Water contractors said they were
encouraged by the developments and that they would await more details.

"The biggest risk to this effort has been a reluctance to make decisions in the face of uncertainty," said Tom Birmingham, general
manager of the Westlands Water District, which covers 600,000 acres of farmland in Fresno and Kings counties.

He noted that many questions remain, "But today's announcement creates the framework in which these remaining issues can be
resolved in the short term."

Opponents rally
Some environmental organizations, however, along with delta farmers and people who rely on salmon fishing for their livelihoods,
vowed to fight to defeat this proposal.

At the Capitol, a diverse group of opponents crowded onto the steps and questioned the projected costs of the plan and the research,
mainly the lack thereof, on the impact on fish and the delta economy. Some also argued that delta farmers would lose land to habitat
restoration so that large corporate farmers in the Central Valley could get more water.

Bill Jennings, executive director of the California Sportfishing Protection Alliance, evoked loud cheers when he said, "We'll fight them
to the gates of hell! We shall never surrender!"

The plan also exposed a deep and chronic fissure among California Democrats in Washington over how to resolve the state's water
scarcity. Sen. Dianne Feinstein lent her full endorsement, while Bay Area House Democrats called the plan a power play by the
stronger forces of Southern California that will inevitably wind up in court because it rushes past full scientific review of the
consequences of building the pipelines.

"Water users are constantly pounding on the secretary, constantly pounding on the governor," said Rep. George Miller, D-Martinez,
referring to Central Valley farmers and cities in the south. "These are some of the most powerful, richest people in the state, and they
are exercising all of the political influence they possibly can to get this done and get it done now."

Chronicle staff writer Carolyn Lochhead contributed to this report Wyatt Buchanan is a San Francisco Chronicle staff writer. E-
mail: wbuchanan@sfchronicle.com
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